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ABSTRACT Customer churn prediction is a valuable task in many industries. In telecommunications it
presents great challenges, given the high dimensionality of the data, and how difficult it is to identify
underlying frustration signatures, which may represent an important driver regarding future churn behaviour.
Here, we propose a novel Bayesian hierarchical joint model that is able to characterise customer profiles
based on how many events take place within different television watching journeys, and how long it takes
between events. The model drastically reduces the dimensionality of the data from thousands of observations
per customer to 11 customer-level parameter estimates and random effects. We test our methodology using
data from 40 BT customers (20 active and 20 who eventually cancelled their subscription) whose TV
watching behaviours were recorded from October to December 2019, totalling approximately half a million
observations. Employing different machine learning techniques using the parameter estimates and random
effects from the Bayesian hierarchical model as features yielded up to 92% accuracy predicting churn,
associated with 100% true positive rates and false positive rates as low as 14% on a validation set. Our
proposed methodology represents an efficient way of reducing the dimensionality of the data, while at
the same time maintaining high descriptive and predictive capabilities. We provide code to implement the
Bayesian model at https://github.com/rafamoral/profiling_tv_watching_behaviour.

INDEX TERMS Bayesian modelling, big data, churn prediction, clustering, dimensionality reduction,
frustration signatures, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the development and testing of a Bayesian
hierarchical model-based approach to characterise the view-
ing behaviours of BT TV customers. A hierarchical model
is appropriate here as each customer has multiple viewing
sessions which can be quite diverse both in content and
duration. Features extracted from this customer behaviour
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model can then be used to profile customers in terms of
their preferences and engagement. Features extracted from
such profiles are then used to classify customers as either
frustrated or satisfied, where we hypothesise that customer
frustration is often an early indicator of later churn which
could be driven by a perceived lack of content choice. The
approach is validated using labelled data from customers who
subsequently cancelled their subscription. User profiling is
a key element in understanding user behaviours and relating
these behaviours to subsequent actions.
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BT TV is a subscription IPTV service provided by the BT
Group, which uses the YouView television platform, to pro-
vide a range of channels and services. An anonymised dataset,
based on YouView client logs, was prepared and shared by
the YouView Data and Insights team for behavioural data
analysis and modelling purposes, as described in this paper.
As the aim here is to develop an initial model, the study was
conducted on a subset of the data consisting of 20 active
customers and 20 customers that subsequently cancelled the
service. Overall, there were 32,556 journeys in the sam-
ple data from these customers that cancelled. The proposed
model and associated results can then serve as a basis of
transferring the knowledge to a much bigger dataset from BT
customers.

The YouView data in this study are primarily time-stamped
system logs concerning sequences of TV customer events
of interest. A major focus in BT is to better understand
how customer navigate their content and, from that, infer
whether these customers are satisfied with the service and
identify where they may be frustrated by their engagement.
The analysis and modelling of such time-stamped event data
has become increasingly popular over recent years, especially
for business data where such work falls under the Process
Mining umbrella [1]. Here, process mining can be defined as
a data driven analytics approach used to extract knowledge
and insights from the event logs, and use them to discover,
monitor and improve the process [2]. In our case we use TV
customer behaviour data provided by YouView in the form of
records that capture the customer interactions with TV from
the point when the TV is turned on, to the time when the
TV is turned off, including all steps in the path to reach a
particular channel; failures, reported as error messages, and
changes of channel, are also recorded. This is a rich process,
generating multiple and diverse possible trajectories for huge
numbers of customers and, as such, is well suited to a mining
and modelling approach.

More specifically, in the current research we use the You-
View data to develop and implement a Bayesian hierarchical
joint model for time-between-events and number of customer
events. The model is implemented so as to profile typical
journeys for each customer. It is based on covariates, such
as number of viewing events and programme genre. We then
use a combination of statistical machine learning methods to
classify the customers into ‘‘frustration classes’’, where the
Bayesian hierarchical joint model parameters and associated
covariates serve as additional features for the classification.
The customers were subsequently labelled as either ‘‘active’’
or ‘‘cancelled’’, regarding their subscription. While there is
an extensive literature on predicting churn [3], particularly for
telecoms, our approach is novel in that we provide a hybrid
model to proactively predict subscription cancellation. The
hierarchical Bayesian model proposed here handles hetero-
geneous and complex data efficiently. It is used to identify
and extract concise latent customer-specific frustration sig-
natures, which are then used for efficient churn classification,

thus paving the way for pre-emptive intervention as a strategy
to improve customer retention.

II. PREVIOUS WORK
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is an impor-
tant aspect of business practice and focuses on developing
a loyal and long-term customer base. An important aspect
of CRM is customer retention which is often much more
difficult and expensive than acquiring new customers. The
burgeoning accumulation of massive business data collec-
tions, particularly in the telecoms industry, and increasingly
mature data analytics technologies have served to accelerate
the development and deployment of customer churn models
to predict customer behaviour. In a recent survey, [3] demon-
strate that data analytics techniques are becoming increas-
ingly used for customer churn prediction, particular in the
telecoms industry, where neural networks, decision trees,
support vector machines and logistic regression have been
most commonly used as the classification algorithms. [4] also
observed that decision trees and logistic regression have both
been used frequently in customer churn prediction. However,
these algorithms fail to cope well with data complexities and
interactions so, as a result, [4] improved on such approaches
by introducing the logit leaf model (LLM) which segments
the data, before prediction, thus better characterising the
feature domain, while retaining previous advantages of strong
predictive performance and good comprehensibility.

Since modern-day customers exhibit diverse and highly
dynamic behaviours, retention is often highly important to
businesses. In such dynamic situations, churn can be caused
by customer dissatisfaction, rival products or services, reg-
ulations or the customer’s personal circumstances which
the business cannot influence. The importance of dynamic
behaviour-based churn prediction for telecoms was empha-
sised by [5] due to both the dynamic nature of the cus-
tomer activities and their subsequent behaviours. [6] have
recently highlighted the improving opportunities for real-time
monitoring and resulting ability to discover changes in psy-
chological patterns. They focus on Change Point Analysis
(CPA) and describe a Pattern Transition Detection Algorithm
for psychological time series data with pattern transitions.
In particular, characterising human behaviour from online
data has become increasingly feasible, particularly for Cyber-
security [7], where it is important to distinguish between
normal and pathological user behaviours, in a timely manner.
In our problem domain, IPTV customer logs capture compre-
hensive customer interactions and activities, facilitating the
development of customer behaviour modelling. Such models
may then be used to predict future behaviours of interests,
such as churn. In such an approach, we can analyse the history
of interactions and activities of dissatisfied customers who
subsequently churn and compare this with the corresponding
profile of a satisfied customer. For example, [8] analysed the
activity data for Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Games (MMORPGs) to identify three factors of engagement,
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enthusiasm and persistence which proved useful features for
churn prediction; these resonate well with our current focus
on IPTV where the customer logs can track engagement
with the service in terms of session viewing, enthusiasm as
evidenced by volume of activity and persistence in terms
of sustained viewing. For the telecoms and related online-
based industries, the product is a subscription service [9],
where prediction of subscription has been, and still is, a very
active research area; in the current paper, churn presents as
cancellation of the subscription, as in, for example, [10]. For
such churn prediction, with advances in technology, (near)
real-time data are becoming increasingly available and can
serve to provide early indications of churn and learn when
customers have an increased probability of churning [11].
The early detection of potential churners facilitates focussing
on such customers for targeted interventions [12]. Customer
churn management can be done in either reactive or proactive
mode [13]. In the reactive mode, churn occurs first and the
customer is then offered an incentive to return. In proactive
mode, the probability of churn is predicted from available
data, and, if churn is likely, incentives can be offered to
increase the likelihood of retention.With the increasing avail-
ability of online, (near) real-time data, there are increasing
possibilities for using dynamic features to characterise user
behaviours and provide improved opportunities for proactive
churn prediction.

The desirability of using hybrid/hierarchical approaches
to classifying complex churn data from online domains has
been highlighted by [14] where clustering is used to identify
churners, and subsequently, a survival model is used to build
relevant features into the classification model. [15] and [4],
inter alia, provide further discussions of the advantage of such
hybrid approaches for telecoms churn prediction.

III. METHODS
A. DATA PREPARATION
YouView Data and Insights team initially provided an
anonymised dataset containing client event logs from BT
YouView set-top boxes (STB) to aid our research. Informed
consent was obtained by the YouView team for all partic-
ipants. The data contains information about TV customer
behaviour in terms of interactive activities between customers
and the Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) system on the
STB, such as powering on/off the box, tuning into IPTV
channels, beginning/ending playback of Video-on-Demand
content, etc. In addition to STB performance information, the
data contains error/failure logs. Consequently, the raw data
contains multiple streams of events, and we must extract the
key data flow that illustrates customer journey paths. In this
study, a customer journey refers to the steps a customer takes
to navigate the EPG system from the time the STB is turned
on until the customer reaches IPTV channel content.

Some columns in the raw dataset contain crucial infor-
mation, such as ‘‘EVENT DT TM’’ displaying timestamps
and ‘‘EVENT ID’’ displaying the event log category for each

record. And for other columns such as ‘‘EVENT SPEC 1’’,
include information regarding subcategories for specificmain
event categories. Using the domain knowledge shared by the
YouView Data and Insights team, we create two separate
reference tables for the original event logs in order to extract
target data streams. Specifically, one table displays a list
of unique event IDs for all events generated by customers’
‘‘click’’ actions on the remote control. In addition to the event
ID, the second table contains additional information for each
target event log, including the IPTV system’s URL address,
which indicates the UI context information. Using the two
reference tables, we can extract a subset of the raw data
comprising clickstream and UI context data. The target event
log is then renamed by appending a shorter tag referencing the
two tables. The general procedure is depicted in Figure 1(a).

Using the timestamp information from the raw dataset in
conjunction with the newly generated labels, we can convert
the initial event logs into event sequences for each customer
journey on the STB. Each event sequence consists of a series
of ‘‘click’’ events separated by intervals in the format ‘‘event-
interval-event.’’ Using dummy data, Figure 1(b) provides
an illustration of the procedure, while a snapshot of the
sequences generated by the real data is shown in Figure 1(c).

As a result, we have reformatted the data by generating a
new table of event sequences in accordance with the preced-
ing step. In addition, each sequence’s start and end times, total
duration, channel name, and genre name are included in the
new table.

B. THE MODEL
The hierarchical model was developed with the objective of
obtaining customer signatures, or profiles, based on their
behaviour and then clustering them into similar groups.
By comparing the observed groupings with the known can-
cellation variable, this can generate insight about a latent
frustration signature.

Since journeys are nested within customers, and their fea-
tures are likely to be correlated, we propose a hierarchical
model.We attempt to jointly model the total number of events
in a journey and the time between two consecutive events
within the journey (see Figure 2). We assume that the time
between two events depends on the previous time between
two events, i.e. a first-order Markov assumption.

We assume that the total time per session is a random
truncated Poisson sum of gamma random variables. In our
notation, c is the index for customer, c = 1, . . . ,C , s is
the index for journey within customer, s = 1, . . . , Sc, i is
the index for event within journey within customer, i =
1, . . . , Isc, T ∗sc is the random variable representing the total
time per journey, Tisc is the random variable representing
the duration of an intermediate state (event), and Nsc is the
number of events (states) per journey. We have that

T ∗sc =
Nsc∑
i=1

Tisc.
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of how the YouView set-top box data was prepared for analysis. We illustrate event-labelling in (a), where the label
‘A_1’ is created by cross-referencing two tables. In (b), we provide an example of sequence generation from data on user IDs and
timestamped events; using regular expression manipulation the table from the left-hand side is converted to a table where each row
corresponds to a journey. Finally, in (c) a snapshot of generated journeys/sequences is displayed: in the first row, the customer starts with
event ‘K_385’, then 6.479 seconds later, event ‘D_58’ is triggered, and so on.

FIGURE 2. A diagram representing one customer journey (session) with n events, where t represents the time between two consecutive
events.

We may write the model for the number of events in a
journey as

Nsc|dc ∼ Poisson+(λsc)

where the linear predictor depends on customer-level random
effects dc, and may be written as

log(λsc) = d0c + d1c × (predictor at journey level)sc,

with dc ∼ N(δ,6d ) and 6d = diag{σ 2
d0
, σ 2

d1
, . . .} a diago-

nal variance-covariance matrix. The time in between events
depends on the previous time, and is assumed to follow a
gamma distribution, i.e.

Tisc|Ti−1,sc,bc, pc ∼ Gamma(µisc, ψc)

with the linear predictor for the mean µisc written as the sum
of two components:

log(µisc) = ηisc + ωisc.

The first, ηisc, includes the effects of covariates at the event
level, modelled as random effects within customers, and may
be written as

ηisc = b0c + b1c × (predictor at event level)isc,

with bc ∼ N(β,6b), 6b = diag{σ 2
b0
, σ 2

b1
, . . .}. The sec-

ond component, ωisc, is the autoregressive component, and
models the dependence over time with the autoregressive
parameter pc, also a customer-level random effect, such that

ωisc = psc × Ti−1,sc,

with psc ∼ N(φc, σ 2
p ).

C. CASE STUDY
The original data provided by YouView contains approxi-
mately 100 million event logs from more than 10,000 cus-
tomers over a three-month period (October to December
2019), which is large and complex data. The data also
includes labelled customers, i.e., fifty percent of the cus-
tomers cancelled their BT subscriptions while the other fifty
percent remained with BT. For customers who cancelled their
subscription the data represents the last journeys leading to
cancellation within the time period of October to December
2019. To simplify our study, we chose a sample of 40 cus-
tomers’ journey data (20 from customers who cancelled and
20 from customers who did not), including only ‘‘click’’-
related records, which totalled over 30,000 journeys in the
sample data.
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For each customer we had variable numbers of journeys
(ranging from about 500 to over a thousand), and within each
journey a variable number of events. The number of events
within journeys varied from only one to over 500. Themedian
number of events per journey was small, but the distribution
was highly skewed to the right, with many journeys totalling
more than 100 events. The total number of events in the
sample data was approximately half a million.

The size of the dataset caused a problem with respect
to memory allocation when fitting the model. Therefore,
we proceeded with a subset of this data, using the first
300 journeys per customer, and up to the first 300 events
within each journey, which amounted to a little over a third
of the available data.

D. MODEL FITTING AND ANALYSIS
Wemodel the mean number of events with a random intercept
per customer, and include the random effects of the eight
types of channels watched in a particular event within session
in the linear predictor for ηisc. The linear predictors we use for
the sample data described above are

log(λsc) = d0c

and

ηisc =

K∑
k=1

bkc × genrek,isc,

where genrek,isc are dummy variables indicating whether
event i within session s for customer c was related to pro-
gramme genre k . More specifically, there are eight major
genres of IPTV channels on the BT TV box. However,
to avoid intellectual property violations against BT or You-
View, we denote them by numbers only (G(1) to G(8)). The
linear predictor used can be written as

ηisc = b1c × G
(1)
isc + b2c × G

(2)
isc + b3c × G

(3)
isc

+ b4c × G
(4)
isc + b5c × G

(5)
isc + b6c × G

(6)
isc

+ b7c × G
(7)
isc + b8c × G

(8)
isc,

where d0c ∼ N(δ, σ 2
d ), bkc ∼ N(βk , σ 2

bk ), k = 1, . . . , 8.
We estimate themodel using the Bayesian framework, with

1,000 adaptation steps, 2,000 MCMC iterations as burn-in,
and 20,000 MCMC iterations with a thinning of 10, for each
of three MCMC chains. We use flat normal priors for δ, βk
and φc, since these parameters can take any real value; a
flat gamma prior for ψc, since these parameters are strictly
positive; and half-Cauchy priors for the variance components,
as suggested by [16], i.e.

δ ∼ N(0, 1000)

βk ∼ N(0, 1000)

φc ∼ N(0, 1000)

ψc ∼ Gamma(0.001, 0.001)

σ−2d ∼ Half-Cauchy

σ−2bk ∼ Half-Cauchy

σ−2p ∼ Half-Cauchy

Model implementation was carried out using JAGS [17]
within R [18].

E. POST-PROCESSING AND BENCHMARKING
For each customer we compiled the estimates for the auto-
correlation parameter φ (describing the degree of first-order
dependence in terms of time taken between events), the
gamma distribution dispersion parameter ψ (describing the
degree of variation in the time between events), the random
intercepts d0 (average number of events per journey) and ran-
dom genre effects b1 to b8 (effect of each genre on the average
time between events). Therefore, each customer’s profile can
be described by these 11 variables. We then scaled each
variable to have mean zero and unit variance. As exploratory
analysis, we obtained a matrix of the Euclidean distances
between customers and performed hierarchical clustering
using Ward’s method, so as to minimise the intra-cluster
variability. We then produced a dendrogram.

We used six different statistical machine learning meth-
ods to assess how accurate we could classify customers as
‘‘active’’ or ‘‘cancelled’’: (1) logistic regression (LR) [19], (2)
random forests (RF) [20], (3) support vector machines (SVM)
with a third-degree polynomial kernel [21], (4) ν-support
vector classifiers (ν-SVC) [22], (5) k-nearest neighbours (k-
NN) [23], and (6) deep neural networks (DNN) [24]. For
the logistic regression we used a LASSO-type penalty [25]
to allow for mild regularisation of the predictor space, fix-
ing the penalty parameter at 0.02. For the random forests,
we used 1,000 trees and a number of possible predictors to
choose from equal to the floor of the square root of the total
number of predictors. For KNN, we experimented with a
different number of nearest neighbours and used k = 1 in
the end, which yielded the best performance. For DNN, after
experimentingwith different architectures, we used 17 hidden
layers with 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6,
5, 4, and 3 neurons each, all using the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) activation function; for the output layer we used the
sigmoid activation function. For all methods, we used a 70:30
split for training and test data (therefore 28 customers for
training the model and 12 for validation), and calculated the
overall accuracy, and true and false positive rates as measures
of predictive power of the machine learning methods.
We benchmarked the results from the machine learning

methods against a naïve approach which consisted of using
times between events within each journey for all customers
as input for the machine learning algorithms described above.
The times between events were used as predictors in the order
journeys were recorded. Customers had an unequal number
of recorded journeys, and journeys had unequal numbers
of events. To circumvent the issue of incomplete cases, the
minimum number of journeys per customer and minimum
number of events per each journey were used. For example,
if we had three customers with 20, 29 and 35 journeys each,
we used data from the first 20 journeys for each customer.
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The same applies to events within journeys. The predictors
were therefore the times between events in order of event
occurrence within each journey, with journeys stacked as a
vector. We refer to this approach as naïve for two reasons.
First, customers could display different frustration signals,
and recordings could have taken place at different stages of
their frustration, and therefore the order with which journeys
occur might be uninformative. Second, a large amount of
information was lost due to restricting observations to gen-
erate complete cases, rather than describing each customer
with the same sets of variables that reflect their overall profile
(which is what the hierarchical Bayesian model proposed
here attempts to do). In total, the benchmarking predictor
space included 1,012 variables.

The implementation of the classification methods was
made in Python using the libraries TensorFlow and Scikit-
learn [26]. The libraries NumPy and Pandas were also used
for data manipulation and numerical analysis.

We provide code to implement the Bayesian model and
machine learning methods at https://github.com/rafamoral/
profiling_tv_watching_behaviour. However, we do not pro-
vide the raw data to avoid intellectual property violations
against BT or YouView.

IV. RESULTS
A. CUSTOMER PROFILES
The model took approximately 49 hours to run using four
cores on an R Studio Server with an Intel Xeon 4614 2.2 GHz
processor with 576 GB RAM, using three cores (one for
each MCMC chain). Table 1 displays the estimates for the δ
and β model parameters and variance components, associated
standard errors and 95% credible intervals, while Figure 3
displays box plots for the customer-level parameter estimates
(ψ and φ) and random effects.

Themeans of the random effects corresponding to different
programme genres are all close to zero, which means they
play no significant role in predicting the time between events,
apart from β̂5 (‘‘Genre 5’’) and β̂8 (‘‘Genre 8’’), which indi-
cate that the times between events are 1 − e−0.48 = 38%
and 1 − e−0.94 = 61% shorter, on average, when these
programme genres are being watched, respectively. For the
other genres, the main predictor of time until the next event
is the time between the two previous events, modelled by
the autoregressive parameter. There is, however, a degree of
individual variability, modelled by the variance components
(which are close to 1 for all genres). Customers whose ran-
dom effects are at the lower end could indicate a ‘‘zapping’’
signature, which means they do not spend much time on
a particular channel and instead, ‘‘zap’’ to other channels,
making the time between events short and the total number
of events large. On the other hand, customers whose random
effects are at the higher end would indicate more time spent
watching one particular programme. This was seen more for
the customers who cancelled their subscription (see Figure 3).

TABLE 1. Parameter estimates, standard errors and 95% credible
intervals for the model fitted to the 40 customer sample data, using the
first 300 journeys per customer and up to the first 300 events within each
journey, which accounts for approximately a third of the data. We omit
the estimates for φc and ψc , since there are 40 of each (one for each
customer). They are shown, however, in Figure 3, alongside predicted
random effects.

FIGURE 3. Box plots for the customer-level parameter estimates (ψ , the
dispersion of time-between-events, and φ, the mean autocorrelation
between previous time-between-events and the time until the next
event), and random effects (b1, . . . ,b8, corresponding to the effects of
eight programme genres on time-between-events) for each of
40 customers, 20 having an active subscription to the TV service 20 users
that cancelled the service.

The dispersion parameterψ of the gamma distribution was
small for all customers and did not vary much between them
(Figure 3). Since the parameterisation of the gamma model
used here implies that Var(T ) = µ2/ψ , the model estimates
indicate there was high variability in time between events.
The variance components for the autoregressive parameter
and number of events were small, indicating a smaller degree
of individual variability between customers when looking at
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FIGURE 4. Correlation matrix of the estimated parameters and random
effects per customer for the active group (lower triangular part) and
group that cancelled the service (upper triangular part).

the dependence on time between previous events. However,
on average the autoregressive random effects were slightly
higher for customers who had cancelled their subscription
(Figure 3).

The mean number of events d was negatively correlated
with all genre-related random effects b. This was expected,
since a shorter time between events ultimately leads to more
events taking place. The genre-related random effects b were
highly correlated between themselves, with this correlation
being slightlyweaker for customers in the ‘‘cancelled’’ group.
This suggests that television watching signatures did not
change depending on programme genre. It is noteworthy to
mention that the correlation between b8 (‘‘Genre 8’’) and
all other genre-related random effects was much weaker,
for customers both in the ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘cancelled’’ groups
(see Figure 4). The correlation is slightly smaller between
b5 (‘‘Genre 5’’) and all other genre-related random effects
for customers in the ‘‘cancelled’’ group, which may help
differentiate the two groups when applying machine learning
methods.

Correlations between the dispersion parameter estimates
and other customer-level parameter estimates and random
effects are all negative (apart from d), indicating that
lower times between events yielded higher higher disper-
sion estimates, ultimately translating into a smaller vari-
ance (Figure 4). Conversely, longer times between events
yielded smaller dispersion estimates, which represent larger

variances. This is straightforward to explain, for when ‘‘zap-
ping’’ variance will be smaller, since times are smaller and
more consistent. If watching for longer times, they have
scope to vary more. These correlations are much weaker
for customers in the ‘‘cancelled’’ group, showing that their
‘‘zapping’’ behaviour was less intense. Overall variability
remained unchanged when looking at customers that showed
lower levels of activity in terms of triggering events versus
those who spent more time watching offered content, and
this can be helpful when attempting to identify an underlying
frustration signature.

B. CUSTOMER CLUSTERING
When clustering customers based on their raw times between
events, the dendrogram does not show a clear separa-
tion between customers in the ‘‘active’’ versus ‘‘cancelled’’
groups. Even though Ward’s method was used to minimise
intra-cluster variability while maximising inter-cluster vari-
ability, the dendrogram seems to exhibit some level of chain-
ing (see Figure 5, dendrogram on the left), and active cus-
tomers are clustered alongside customers who cancelled their
subscriptions at small Euclidean distances. The dendrogram
produced using the customer-related estimated parameters
and random effects from the Bayesian hierarchical model fit
shows a much clearer two-cluster solution (see Figure 5, den-
drogram on the right), and although there is no perfect sep-
aration between ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘cancelled’’ customer groups,
at smaller Euclidean distances customers are generally clus-
tered within their own groups.

C. CUSTOMER CLASSIFICATION
It is important to note that the classification results are subject
to a dataset with a small number of individuals, and therefore
some of the machine learning methods may not perform
optimally due to the sample size.

When attempting to classify customer status (those who
are ‘‘active’’ vs. those who had ‘‘cancelled’’ their subscrip-
tion), the results obtained using the parameter estimates from
the Bayesian hierarchical joint model were superior to the
ones obtained using the raw data for all machine learning
methods, in terms of accuracy, true and false positive rates
(see Table 2). The SVM method yielded the best overall
performance, with an accuracy of 92% associated with 100%
true positive rate and 14% false positive rate. Moreover, DNN
and RF also presented 100% true positive rates, however had
a smaller accuracy due to mis-classification of customers
in the ‘‘active’’ group. Finally, k-NN was also associated
with a low false positive rate, but mis-classified customers
in the ‘‘cancelled’’ group. The maximum accuracy obtained
using the naïve approach was 58%, using the ν-SVC method;
however, it was associated with a very low true positive rate
(40%).

V. DISCUSSION
We proposed a novel Bayesian hierarchical joint model to
analyse customer journeys. This model is able to characterise
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FIGURE 5. Dendrograms obtained from the hierarchical clustering applied to the raw data (left) and parameter estimates obtained from
the modelling approach, indicating customer profiles (right). The x-axis represents the Euclidean distance between clusters. ‘‘A’’ means
that customer had an ‘‘active’’ subscription and ‘‘C’’ means the customer had ‘‘cancelled’’ the service. The two-cluster solution is shown in
different colours (green vs. blue), and the labels for customers in the ‘‘cancelled’’ group are displayed in red for better visualisation. The
gray lines connect the same customers to show their different positions in the two separate dendrograms.

TABLE 2. Accuracy (Acc), true positive rates (TPR) and false positive rates
(FPR) for each of six machine learning methods applied to the
classification of customer status (‘‘active’’ vs. ‘‘cancelled’’) based on the
parameter estimates obtained from the Bayesian hierarchical modelling
approach (model-based) or the raw data (naïve). We used a 70:30 split
between training:validation sets, i.e. the training set contained
28 customers and the validation set contained 12 customers. All
measures reported on this table were obtained in the validation set. SVM:
support vector machines with a third-degree polynomial kernel; DNN:
deep neural networks; ν-SVC: ν-support vector classifier; k-NN: k-nearest
neighbours; RF: random forests; LASSO-LR: logistic regression with
LASSO-type penalty.

customer profiles based on how many events take place
within different journeys and also the time taken between
events. The model drastically reduces the dimensionality of
the data from thousands of observations per customer to
11 customer-level parameter estimates and random effects.
This allows for prompt application of many different machine
learning methods for classification, ultimately allowing for
churn prediction.

Our results show that our model reflects the underly-
ing processes well, and is a sensible representation of
a customer’s profile. Therefore it is able to retain the

most prominent features of the data, and is a better can-
didate for machine learning techniques rather than using
the high-dimensional raw data. Multicollinearity between
genre-related random effects may represent an additional
challenge when employing machine learning methods, how-
ever that was circumvented by the classification tools used
in different ways (e.g., regularisation when using LASSO-
type penalties, random selection of predictors within a ran-
dom forests framework, incorporation of non-linearities when
splitting the parametric space within a support vector classi-
fier framework, etc).

The strengths of our proposed methodology are evidenced
by the high classification accuracy obtained. Obtaining cus-
tomer profiles based on the Bayesian hierarchical joint
model was therefore a successful way of dealing with the
high-dimensional journey data. Not only does this represent
promising results from a classification perspective, it also
provides interpretable machine learning aimed at character-
ising customer churn. For instance, from a random forests
model, we may look at different measures of variable impor-
tance, whereas in a logistic regression framework a LASSO
penalty will automatically select variables that are most
important. Moreover, the estimates from the Bayesian model
themselves are characterisations of each customer’s profile,
as well as how different covariates may affect the behaviour
of the time between events and number of events in their
journeys. This makes the novel model proposed here useful
not only for post-processing aimed at churn prediction, but
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also for using customer status as a predictor variable and
studying, in hindsight, what are the most prominent features
that may have led to churn. We highlight, however, that
customers present very heterogeneous watching behaviour,
and therefore it is difficult to identify potential indicators of
frustration, especially given a small sample size. Comple-
mentary approaches are useful in this case, such as sequence
mining [27].

We identify two main limitations to this study. First, the
number of customers available in the dataset is small. A larger
pool of customers would allow for better validation of the
methods. However, this does serve as proof of concept and
already shows great promise, for with a small sample the
methodology showed a high predictive power. Second, fitting
the Bayesian hierarchical jointmodel takes a high toll in terms
of computational burden. Given the high-dimensionality of
the data, allocating the necessary memory proves to be a
difficult task, even when using a high-spec server. Neverthe-
less, even when using about a third of the data, we already
obtained high predictive power, again demonstrating that our
proposed framework is capable of accurately describing cus-
tomer profiles.

Future work involves (1) overcoming memory limitations
to run the model for a larger sample of customers, including
more journeys and events; (2) carrying out simulation studies
to assess the trade-offs between using more journeys versus
more events within journeys; and (3) considering potential
alternatives to speed up computation, allowing for scalability
of the methodology. By understanding how these trade-offs
work, we may use fewer journeys and/or events, therefore
being able to analyse a larger pool of customers without
losing much in terms of descriptive and predictive power.
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